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ABSTRACT

F A new -lightweight one-way stretch parachute canopy fabric was developed
for, use in- personnel -parachutes, whose mechanical properties are equal to the
conventional- 1. 1 oz/sq yd canopy fabric, but which shows a greatly increaseA
air permeability under the loading conditions experience during deployment.
The variation of permeability with pressure differential for a range of biax,*d
loading conditions was investigated for the new fabric and for other canopy
fabrics, and it was shown that for maximum effe~ctiveness -the easy stretchi
~direction of the new fabric should be oriented parallel to the direction of
maximum stress in the parachute canopy.
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.•SECTION I --, * -. .-

-INTRODUCTION z

"EmergsIicy escape personnel parachutes used by aircrewýmen of-'iigh per-
formance aircrau are required to operate over a wide range of deployment speeds-1
and the.performance characteristics for low speed deployment are in direct-'./
conflict with those for hiCli-speed deployment. For a parachute to function . ->
efficiently under low speed deployment conditions, the extreme e . of which is
represented by an ejection from a stationary aircraft, it is necesst-y to use a
canopy fabric with low air permeability in order to guarafitee a. x:,,.;id pressure.
buildup and a prompt inflation. Under high speed deployment c .. itions
however, a fabric with high air permeability is heeded in order -o reduce the
opening shock forces, which can be large enough to cause str,, -a i failur -
of the parachute and injury to the crewman. "

Since the pressure differeiitial caross the fabric, o hence the tensile stresSA
on the fabric elements, increases with increasing deploy-ient speed, a rossible
resolution of the conflicting permeability requirementfý :-n theoretically be achWieved-
by the use of a fabric which will stretch under the deployment loads, giving .an
increased air permeability asia consequence of the increased area of the inter: yarn ..

spaces. This stretch-must be. rapidly recoverable, so that the permeability will
again fall to a low value durihg the steady state descent, when the aerodynamic
pressures are small.

Two approaches have been made to the design of fabrics with the appropriate

characteristics. The first approach .1] attejnpted to use the intrinsically high
deformability of a tricot knit structure to achieve the design objectives. This was
reasonably successful in that fabrics were developed which reduced the shock •:"
loading, but-it proved very difficult to produce a lightweight knit fabric with the
correct low permeability under small pressure diffee'entials. Other difficulties
were encountered with tensile and tear strength in the wale direction. The second 4
approacn used woven fabr"cs with stretch capability, and was also moderately
successful. The initial work was carried out by Irving Air Chute [21, under the
Joint sponsorship of the U. S. Air Force and the Canadian government, and
involved the screening of commercially available stretch materials and the
selection of the most promising material for incorporation into parachute canopies.
The fabric chosen as a result of this study was a 3.6 oz/sq yd one-way stretch
"nylon fabric; parachutes containing various amounts of this material were
made up and were tested by the Air Force Flight Test Center, Edwards Air
Force Base [3]. The test data verified the feasibility of the stretch concept,
but it was clear that commercially available fabrics were far from satisfying
"the combination of weight, strength, and permeability characteristics requ ed
in the optimum stretch fabric for parachute canopies; the work described in
this report was concerned with the development of new stretch fabrics with
characteristics specifically designed to satisfy th-se requirements, and with
the commercial production of sufficient fabrics to permit further extensive
evaluation of the stretch canopy concept.

• 1



SECTION II

CHARACTERIZATION OF CURRENl MATERIALS

In the drop -test program cmrried out by the Air Force Flight Test Center,
Edwards Air Force Base, the opening characteristics of a standard C-9 28 ft
diameter parachute were compared with the characteristics of ".,odified C-9
parachutes incorporating stretch fabric in some sections of each gore. A good
starting point for the development of improved stretch fabrics for this application
is the characterization of the mechanical properties of the fabrics used in the
parachutes which were drop-tested. A considerable body of performance data
exists for these parachutes, but very little is knowr about the mechanica! behsvior
of the stretch fabrics. Test parachutes were available with three panel config-
urations as shown in Figure 1. A configuration II parachute was obtained from
Wright -Patterson Air Force Base and was used as the source of test specimens.

Panels 1 and 2 of the parachute were made fron. standard MIL-C-7020
Type I, 1. 1 oz/sq yd nylon fabric. This fabric is woven from low twist. 30
denier, 10 filament, high tenacity nylon yarns; sections along warp and filling
yarns are shown in Figures 2 k') and 2(b) respectiely. The warp yarns are
somewhat rounded in cross section partly as a result of the tensions imposed

.W during weaving and partly as a result of the 5 turns per inch of twist called for
in the fabric specification. The filling yarns are ribbon--'ike and are in side-
by-side contact at the crossover points in the central plane of the fabric.
As a consequence of ihe more rounded cross sectional shape of the warp yarns,
the filling yarns are more highly crimped, and thus under uniaxial tensile
load the fabric has a lower modulus and a greater elongation to break in the

3 filling direction; this is shown in Figure 3.

Panels 3 and 4 of the parachute were made from a stretch f',bric described
as Pattern No. W-112, 3.6 oz/sq yd nylon. The material removed from the
drop-tested parachute weighed 3.5 oz/sq yd, and consisted of 232 ends per
inch of 70 denier, 34 filament, regular tenacity nylon yarn, and 72 picks
per inch of a composite yarn made by wrapping a 40 denier, 13 filament,
regular tenacity nylon yarn on a 70 denier Spandex core. Sections along
the warp and filling yarns have much more crimp than the filling yarns;
this is a result of the large number of warp yarns per unit width, which
can only be accommodated in the fabric if they lie side-by-side around
the essentially straight filling yarns. This type of structure gives a thick
fabric and it can be seen from the sections of the two fabrics (which were
photographed at the same magnification) that the stretch fabric is approxi-
mately 3.5 times as thick as the 1.1 oz/sq yd fabric. The tensile behavior
of the stretch fabric under uniaxial load is shown in Figure 5: the warp
direction has an elongation to break similar to the filling direction of the
1. 1 oz/sq yd fabric; in the filling direction the elongation to break is very
great as a result of the stretch of the covered Spandex yarn. Values of
the breaking loads and elongations of the two fabrics are given in Table 1.

Preceding page blank
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(a)

Figure 2. Sections Along (a) Warp, and (b) Filling Yarns of Conven.-
tional 1. 1 ozisq yd Nylon Canopy Fabric

(b)
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Figure 3. Uniaxial Ioad.-Elongation Behavior of I. I oz/sq yd Nylon
Canopy Fabric
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(a)

Figure 4. Sections Along (a) Warp, and (b) Filling Yarns of 3.6 oz/
sq yd Stretch Nylon Canopy Fabric

(b)
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TABLE 1

TENSILE PROPERTIES OF CANOPY FABRICS

Breaking Load Breaking Elongation
(lb/in) (M)

1.1 oz/sq yd 44,1 43.5 18.0 25.2
nylon

stretch~h daa-y1 Flln

Inspection of the data of Table 1 imanediately shows some of the deficiencies
of this stretch fabric. The specifixteloit requirements for breaking load for-
the 1. 1 oz/sq yd fabric, which ideally Should also be met by the stretch fabric,
are 40 lb/inch minimum. In the warp direction this Is exceeded by a factor
of 3 in the stretch fabric, and the tv.al denier per inch of the warp yarns could
Sbe reduced by this factor without prejudice to the tensile behavior. In the
filling direction the strength is supplied mainly by the nylon wrapping yarns,
Sand the breaking load is only about half the required value. This is in accord
Swith the performan;e to be expected on the basis of the constructional features
• discussed above: the 1. 1 oz/sq yd fabric has 120 picks per inch of 30 denier
yarns, giving a total denier per inch of 3600; the total denier per inch of nylon
yarn in the filling direction of the stretch fabric is 2880, and if allowance is
made for the lower tenacity of the yarn in this fabric, the measured ratio of
breaking loads is obtained.

Both the 1. 1 oz/sq yd fabric and the stretch fabric are oriented in the bias
direction in the gore of the C-9 parachute zanopy and this considerably modifies
the respcoise of the fabrics to the stress set up during deployment. The bias
load-elongation characteristics of the two fabrics are shown in Figure 6; the
differences between the two fabrics are greatly reduced in this configuration.
The basic mode of deformation for the fabrics at low stress levels is by fabric
shear. This type of deformation has a great effect on the gecmetry of the
fabric interstices, and hence on the air permeability. Measurements were
made of the air permeability of the standard 1.1 oz/sq yd fabric and the stretch
fabric over a wide range of pressure differentials (0.5-12 inches of water) and
for different extents of shearing. A modified Frazier permeometer was used
for these measurements. Results are shown in Figure 7. The first point of
interest Is the extremely low value of the permer~bility of the unsheared stretch
fabric. At a pressure differential of 0.5 inches of water, the 1.1 oz/sq yd
fabric has a permeability of 120 cu ft/min/sq ft while the stretch fabric under
the same pressure differential has a permeability of only 14.3 cu ft/min/sq fit,
probably ris a result of the close packing of th• high denier warp yarns which
gives a thick, dense fabric structure. The difforence between the two fabrics

9
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Persists at all pressure differetils,.the values at.12 Inches of water being
-a omateo y 1000 W ft/min/sqt -o the 1.1 c/sq yd fabric and 276 cu ft/min/" ,,i
-q- ft for- the str6tch fab•ric Other interestin differences betWeen.the two fabric'.
are seen when the data for the sheared, cordg~tin r studied. In the
standard canopy fabric the application of increasing shear strain leads only to
a. diminution of the.area of the inter-yarn spaces, nd hence to a monotonic
decrease in the air pwmeability. In the stretch fabric,-however, an additional
mechanism of deformation, namely lling yarn extension, is possible, which .
can lead to an increase in the area of the inter-yarn spaces. Accordingly. we
see-that the application of increasing shear stress and strain leads to an initial
increase in permeablty, followed by a subsequent decrease.

Clearly the commercial stretch fabric used in the -drop-tested parachutes
does not meet the requirements of the basic concept, which-requires a perme-
abilityýequalto or leis than that of the -1.1 oz fabric at 0.5 inches of water,
and a permeability substantially greater than the 1.1 oz fabric at 12 inches of-
water. At low pressure differentids the-permeabilty iswithin specification,
but Is so low as to make Impossible the-required permeability at high pressure I
differentials; a stretch fabric with a permeability very similar to the 1.1 oz/sq:

yd fabrics is probably needed Nf those permeability requirements are to be met.

-We may now assess some of the design changes that can be made to improve
the performance of the commercial stretch fabric. The fabric is .ery unbalanced

*in its properties, both In extensibility and load bearing capacity, and would

certainly be improved If the properties could be adjusted to be more nearly
equal in the two directions. Preliminary calculation indicated that this could
"be achieved with some saving of weight, since the warp direction is overdetned
for load bearing capacities by a much greater factor than the underdesign of the.
filling. Any saving in weight would reduce the deployment snatch force, as is
indicated by the drop-test data on the various parachute cor,,fiurations [3].

The reduction in opening shook, which should be influenced by the porosity
of the fabric, was disappointingly small for the drop-tested stretch parachute.
The measurements of air permeability show the probabie reason for this: the
stretch fabric, though increasing in permeability with pressure differential at.
a faster rate than the regular fabric, has an initial permeability that is so low
as to negate the value of the stretch. The permeability at low pressure differences
can be increased to that of the 1.1 oz/sq yd fabric by reduction of fabric density
and thickness and these adjustments can be accomplished at the same time as the
equalization of directional properties. Ideally the stretch yarns should run in
both directions, in order to give a fabric with balanced tensile characteristics.
However, it is difficult to weave fabrics with controllable properties with stretch
yarns on both directions, and as a practical alternative it should be possible to
use a one-way stretch fabric to give the desired permeability characteristics if
the direction of easy stretch can be oriented in the direction of principle stress.

12 Oo



S- - norder to explore this pcept-fur~ther, -the air permeabtuty characteristics-..
of thestretch fabric were nvestigated -for unlaxial load- c6ndltions- in which the-
load was applied. in the easy stretch direction.: Results are given in Figure 8 ,
w:hich should becompared with the data of,-igure 7 where the air permeability
for the same fabric -stretched unlaxially in the bias- direction are shown. At any
given.pressure differential the air permeability Increases much more rapidly
with stretch when the load is applied parallel to the'stretch direction than when"
the load is applied in the bias direction. In the latter case there is shear deforma-I tion of the fabric, which tends to decrease the fractional open area. at high stretch

I levels while in the former case the area is increased monotonically with increasing
stretch. It is clear from these results that one-way stretch fabric would be more
suitable for the intended use if It were oriented so as to take advantage of the

"I stretch, and high permeability capacity.
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SECTION I -II

"DEVELOPMENT OF LIGHTWEIGHT STRETCH FABRICS

The first step in the development of lightweight stretch fabrics is the pro-
duction of suitable yarns. The requirement of rapid, and essentially complete,

7 recovery of the fabric from tensile strain strongly suggested the use of wrapped
yarns, sfiilar to those used in the drop-tested stretch fabrics. Following dis-

4. cussion of the end use requirement& and the availability of commercial materials,
a wide selection of lightweight wrapped yarns was produced by JRA Industries,
Inc., Ashboro, North Carolina; constructional details of the yarns are given inTable 2..

The Spandex core yarns used in these yarns was manufactured by the Globe
Manufacturing Co., Fall River, Mass. This material was recommended by JRA
as the most suitable of the available Spandex yarns from point of view of resistance
to UV degradation. The nylon and polyester yarns were the lightest high tenacity
yarns currently produced. The nylon yarn had a measured denier of 29.4 and a
breaking tenacity of 5.51 gm/denier; the polyester had a measured denier of 44
and a breaking tenacity of 6.6 gm/denier. Some mechanical properties of the
wrapped yarns are shown in Table 3. A preliminary investigation showed that
a 10-gm load was sufficient to remove the easy stretch from the yarns; accordingly
the denier was found using the length of the yarns under a 10-gm load was the
basis for calculation. The effect of cyclic stressing was investigated by mounting
the yarns under a 10-gm load and cycling the load 5 times between 10 gm and
100 gin. The slope of the curve of the fifth recovery cycle at a load level of 10 gm
was found as a measure of the recovery modulus of the yarn. In addition the
elongation of the specimens after 1 cycle and 5 cycles, and the breaking load and
elongation after 5 cycles were found. All elongations were based on the initial

i gauge length tunder the 10-gm load.

Examination of the data contained in Table 3 shows that only relatively small
differences exist between the various experimental yarns made with the same
cover yarn, but that considerable differences exist between the yarns with nylon
and with polyester covers. The higher tenacity of the polyester wrapped yarn,
and the effect of the higher recovery modulus of the polyester is apparent in the
smaller values of additional elongation produced by load cycling. Within groups,
the presence of a heavier core yarn leads to a slight reduction in gpd of the
wrapped yarns, as would be expected, since the core adds weight but little
strength. There are some puzzling differences between the responses of the
nylon and the polyester to changes in structure. For the nylon there is a slight
increase in tenacity with increasing number of wraps per inch, while the
polyester shows the opposite tendency. On cycling the nylon yarns are generally
reduced in strength slightly and the polyester yarns show small strength increases
in several cases. There are no obvious reasons why all the experimental yarns
might not be suitable for the canopy application, and consequently there are no
very strong reasons for selecting one particular yarn over another. The number
3 yarns, with 21.3.wraps per inch, from each of the groups were chosen for

15



TABLE 2

CONSTRUCTIONAL DETAILS OF EXPERMlIENTAL WRAPPED YARNS

Yarn - Spandex CrareI. VDesignation Cover Yarn Yarn -Denier* Wraps/Inch
1-A-5O 30 denier 50 330. 9f.2-A-50 nylon, Du 26.8
3-A-50 Pont type 21..3
4-A--50 330 16.0

1-A-87 87 33.9
2-A-87 26.8
3-A-87 .21.3
4-A-87 16.0

1-A-100 100 33.9
2-A- 100 26.8
3-A-100 21.3

1-B-5O 40 denier 50 33.9
2-B-5O polyester, 26.8
3-B-5O Iiystron 21.3
4-B-50 type 732 16.0

1-B-87 87 33.9
B-13-8 26.8

4-B-87 6.

1-B-100 100 33.9
2-B-100 26.8
3-13-100 21.3

4-B-100 16.0

*A draft of 4 was used in the production of all the yarns; the

numbe~rs in the table represent the deniers of the unstretchedV

yarns.
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further study: this choice of .- l:p frequency allowed adjustment either upward
or downward if subsequent investigation showed that 21.3 wraps was unsuitable
for any reason. In addition the effect of wrap frequency within a siingle group,namely the polyester yarns with the 87 denier core, was studied in more detail.
Accordingly, larger quantities of these selected yarns were obtained from JRA
for further characterization and weaving trials.

In the second phase of the yarn selection study, approximately 10,000 yards
of each of the yarns shown in Table 4 were wrapped

TABLE 4

CONSTRUCTIONAL DETAILS OF SELECTED EXPERIMENTAL YARNS

Yarn Spandex Core
Designation Cover Yarn Yarn Denier Wraps/Inch

3-A- 5u 30 denier 50 21.3
nylon,

3-A- 87 DuPont type 87 21.3
330

3-A-100 100 21.3

3-B- 50 40 denier 50 21.3
polyester,

3-B- 87 Hystron 87 21 .3
type 732

3-B-100 100 21.3

1-B- 87 87 33.9

4-B- 87 87 14.0

The denier of each yarn under a 10-gm tension was remeasured, and the
breaking loads were found; results are shown in Table 5, and are in excellent
agreement with the measurements made previously on the initial samples.

As a convenient starting place for the weaving trials, a 10 yard long warp
was prepared from 30 denier, type 330 nylon yarns with 5 tpi twist, as in the
standard 1.1 oz/sq yd canopy fabric, and was drawn-in at 100 ends per inch."Following preliminary trials in which loom settings were adjusted, eight experi-
mental fabrics, using each of the stretch yarns in turn as filling, were produced
under identical weaving conditions. Details of these fabrics, together with
comments on their appearance and weaving performance, are given in Table 6.
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TABLE 5

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF SELECTED EXPERIMENTAL YARNS

Yarn Breaking.Load Breaking Tenacity
Designation Deniera ,b (gm)) (grams/denier) ,

3-A- 50 39.6 180 4.55
3-A- 87 46.6 214 4.60
3-A-100 50.0 200 4.00
3-B- 50 55.8 323 5.81
3-B- 87 61.6 259 4.20
3-B-100 65.6 360 5.49
1-B- 87 65.4 314 4.79
4-B- 87 62.4 343 5.49

a. Found from the weight of a 90 cm length of yarn; length measured
under 10 gm lcad.

F • b. Each value is the average of 5 measurements.

"TABLE 6

DETAILS OF EXPERIMENTAL FABRICS

Warp Filling Yarn Comments

96 Picks per Inch of:
100 ends 3-B-50 All were satisfactory, but the fabric with
per inch the 3-B-100 yarn, which is the highest

of 3-B--87 denier yarn used, was just on the limit
30 denier of weavability

nylon 3-B-100

I-B-87 Could not be woven satisfactorily. The
high number of wrapping turns per inch

led to excessive liveliness, and the fill-
ing yarn formed pigtails in the woven
fabric.

4-B-87 Initial loom settings worked out with this
filling yarn. Loom bumped excessively
at 100 ppi, but wove satisfactorily at 96
ppi.

3-A-50 All the nylon fillingt, wove very well, and
the fabrics were of very good appearance,

3-A-87 though as a result of the smaller denier of
the nylon filling yarns, the fabrics were

3-A-100 quite open in the loom-state.
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With the exception of 1-B-87 and 4-B-87, approximately 2 feet of fabric were
- prc Juced with each filling yarn. Filling yarn 1-B-87, with the high number of

wrapping turns per inch, produced a fabric with a very poor appearance as a
result of pigtails which formed in the filling yarn, and only a few inches of fabric
were produced. Filling yarn 4-B-87 was used for all the initial loom adjustment
.and only about 9 inches of the final fabric was produced; accordingly, results
for this material are not as complete as for the remaining six fabrics, for which a
reasonable amount of fabric was available.

The fabrics showed varying degrees of stability when removed from the loom.
All the B series fabrics, with the 44 denier polyester wrapping yarn, were almost
completely stable, and showed only a very small shrinkage when removed from
the loom. All the nylon A series fabrics, on the other hand, showed considerable

* tendency to shrink and only the 3-A-50 fabric, with the smallest denier of core

yarn, retained a width close to the as-woven width; accordingly, no measurements
were possible on fabrics 3-A-87 and 3-A-100 in the loom state. Some loom-state
mechanical properties of the other fabrics are given in Table 7.

TABLE 7

j !/PROPERTIES OF LOOM-STATE FABRICS

Strength Air Permeability at 0.5
Fabric Weight (lb/inch) Inch of Water

Designation (oz/sq yd) Warp x Filling (cu ft/min/sq ft)

3-B-50 1.3 46.2 x 64.0 218

3-B-87 1.5 49.5 x 64.7 176
3-B-100 1.7 52.0 x 56.7 177
4-B-87 1.5 55.5 x 52.5 178
3-A-50 1.3 47.5 x 60.2 302

The results of Table 7 show that all the fabrics were reasonably light in weight,
and more than adequate in strength compared to the target of 40 lbs/inch, but
that the air permeability at a pressure differential of 0.5 inches of water was
much higher than the target of 100 cu ft/mmn/sq ft for all the fabrics, and con-
trolled shrinkage Is necessary to achieve the correct level of permeability.
In an attempt to estimate the degree of shrinkage necessary, specimens of
fabric were fully relaxed in hot water and a series of air permeability measure-
ments were made with relaxed samples restretched to various extents. Results
are given in Table 8, and are plotted in Figures 9 and 10. Figure 9 shows the
complete set of results for the polyester filling yarns. The family of curves
for the 3-B-50, -87 and -100 yarns show the expected trends, in that the
fabrics with the heaviest filling yarns are less open, and have lower air
permeabilitles at all shrinkages, though the differences are not very marked,
The fabric with the 50 denier core yarn showed the smallest shrinkage tendency;
this behavior is in qualitative accord with the behavior of the nylon fabrics,
in which the 3-A-50 fabric showed the minimum shrinkage on removal from the
loom. The results for the 4-B-87 fabric show a slightly lower rate of change
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of permeability with shrinkage than the 3-B series fabrics, particularly in

the region around 100 Cu ft/min/sq ft, indicating that this fabric has a somewhat
less desirable characteristic for the particular application, though again the

differences are small. In general, it appears that a shrin1hage of approximately
25% shouild give polyester fabrics of the correct air permeability. The results
for the single nylon fabric, 3-A-50 are shown in Figure 10. This fabric was

the most open of the nylon fabrics and on the basis of the polyester results

represents an upper limit of the permeability for these fabrics. In this case,

a shrinkage of a little more than 30% is required to achieve' 9he correct air
permeability.

TABLE 8

AIR PERMEABILITY AT VARIOUS SHRINKAGES FOR
EXPERIMENTAL FABRICS

Air Permeability at 0.5 Inch of Water
Fabric Pressure Differential for Shrinka, s* Of:

Designation 0 10% 20% 30% 40%

3-B-50 281 166 172 .....

3-B-87 236 180 148 92 69
3-B-100 232 166 131 95 87
4-B-100 282 205 155 101 62
3-A-50 396 298 205 131 79

Original Length - Relaxed Lengthj) X100%hOriginal Length

I2
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Figure 9. Variation of Air Permeability with Shrinkage for

Polyester Filling Fabrics
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Following the establishment of the approximate shrinkages required in
Sthe vrious fabrics, a serieb of heat-setting trials were carried out. Setting
conditions were 350OF for 1 minute, with various amounts of shrinkage permitted.
As a result of these trials, samples of set fabric with the correct permeability
Swere produced. Constructional details of the fabrics are given in Table 9
and the complete air permeability characteristics are given in Table 10 and
.Aotted in Figures 11 and 12.

TABLE 9

CONSTRUCTIONAL DETAILS OF HFAT-SET FABRICS

Fabric Weight
Designation Ends/Inch x Picks/Inch

3-B-50 174 x 117 2.06
3-B-87 169 x 118 2.09
3-B-100 169 x 118 2.26
4-B-87 - - - 2.20
3-A-50 207 x 118 1.92
3-A-87 216 x 118 2.21
3-A-100 191 x 118 2.11

These results indicate the superior performance of the fabric woven with
the 50 denier core yarns, and also show that, for the particular fabrics woven
the polyester fabrics are better than the nylon fabrics, though this could be
a consequence of the faact that the HIiiTo ftiarle confltructionH wore used for both
materials, even though the yarn deniers were different. With the information
available, it seemed reasonable to concentrate future effort on the 3-A-50 and
3-B-50 yarns and to attempt to optimize the weaving and setting conditions
for these fabrics. To this end, much greater lengths of experimental fabrics
with these two filling yarns were produced for more extensive evaluation.

Approximately 20 yards of fabric were produced using the polyester wrapped
filling 3-B-50, woven with 96 picks per inch. The filling yarn was then changed
to the nylon-wrapped yarn 3-A-50, and following a period of experimentation on
the loom conditions during which it was established that fabric woven from this
yarn most closely fulfilled the permeability requiremnict with 128 picks per inch,
approximately 20 yards of fabric were woven. Initial heat setting trials were
carried out on these fab.Ics, using pin frames and a circulating hot air oven,
and then short, but continuous, lengths of fabric were heat-set using the FRL
laboratory coater. Considerable amounts of the loom state fabrics were consumed
during these trials, but several yards of stable, heat-set polyester and nylon
fabrics were finally prepared, and were comprehensively evaluated. Details
of the evaluation are given in Table 11, where the properties of the two stretch
fabrics are compared with the currently used 1.1 oz/sq yd nylon fabrics.
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Figure 11. Variation of Air Permeability with Pressure Differential for
Polyester Fabrics
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Both the polyester and the nylon fabrics are within the 2.0 oz/sq yd weight
target set for the stretch fabric, and the tensile strengths of both fabrics are
greater than the strength of the 1. 1 oz/sq yd fabric. In particular, the strength,-
of the polyester fabric in the warp direction is much higher than is necessary,
mainly as a consequence of the high number of warp ends in this fabric. The
strength losses on heat exposure are comparable to the standard fabric for the
polyester, and somewhat less for the nylon. On exposure to UV the nylon warp
in the polyester stretch fabrics suffered a 20.6% strength loss, a value which is
in reasonable accord with the losses found in both directions in the 1. 1 oz/sq yd
fabric, which is woven from yarns nominally identical with those in the warp
of the experimental fabrics. In the filling direction the polyester wrapped Spandex
yarns suffered a 36.7% loss, but even with losses of this magnitude the final
strength of 37.0 lbs/inch is very close to the target strength of 40.0 lbs/inch.
No measurements were made of the UV degradation of the nylon fabrics, since
all the available experimental fabric was used in other tests.

The tearing strength of the experimental fabrics was much lower then the
tearing strength of the standard fabric, particularly for the nylon fabric. This
deficiency is attributable to the lack of rip-stop yarns in the experimental
fabrics, which increase the tearing strength of the 1.1 oz/sq yd canopy fabric
from 2.5 lb to 6.5 to 7.0 lb. It seemed unlikely on the basis of these tests
that the tearing strength of the experimental fabrics will reach the target of
4.0 lb without the incorporation of similar yarns, so a rip-stop modification
was incorporated in all subsequent experimental weaving.

UK The elastic recovery behavior was found frr doformations corresponding to
load levels of 1, 2, 4, 6, and 8 lb/inch; because of the differont tensile moduli
"involved these load levels correspond to different elongations in the various
tests; this type of test duplicates to some extent the conditions existing in a
deployed canopy, in which the strains adapt to a particular state of stress. K
The recovery for all the fabrics is extremely good even in this ,ress range;
the strain range in question can be judged from the fact that at a load level of
2 lb/inch the experimental fabrics extend approximately 35%, while the standard
fabric, and also the warp direction of the two experimental fabrics extend 2 to
3%.

Air permeabilities of all three fabrics are essentially identical at a pressuredifferential of 0. 5 inches of w~ter. kt a pressure differential of 12 inches of

water the polyester stretch fabric s .ows an increase of 17% over the 1.1 oz/sq
yd fabric, and the nylon st retch fabric shows an estimated 15% increase. These
increases are smaller than the target increase of 30%, but on consideration,
it appears that this is a measure of the Inadequacy of the test equipment rather
than of the fabric. This is a most important issue, and deserves a more detailed
discussion. Consider a fabric with one-way stretc. potential clamped in a
Frazier Air Permeometer, using the customary 2-3/4 inch specimen diameter.
Under high pressure differenthis, the fabric is subjected to biaxial tensile
loads, and attempts to deform to accommodate this load. The only possible
mode of deformation is out of the plane of ti e fabric, but since both sets of yarns
must extend to accommodate this deformation, it is clear that the full .tretch
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potentjol of the fiini direction canniot b~e raie uless the xvirp yarns Can
also extend. S~ince this is. ne~t The "ase .Ji't ah unbalanced cone-w av stretch
f~brics, only a very sma-11 fraction of the ,--tentital stretch is sieen tauider high
differential pressur' 3 and the increase in permeability, is much less than

igtbe expected. The- l~zior in I's unmodified form 1b tMon, only sidtable
for balanced fabrics, either stretch ny non -st-retch. For unbalanced fabrics,
--the behavior ef the least extc-isible N irns will dom itiate the permPeability pet--ý
formnnee. A muceh clearer plcture of the effect !af the fabric behs~ or lunder
externally imposed biaxiall load;, some data to illustr-aite this behavior is prei-

* sented later.

lyt ov~riall-balanct of iroperties i.he non fabic "oe coet to meet~i. g
ti~otargt i~rneta ~nd ifth "he single exception of low tearkig strength

it- compares `'Avorably with the standard cafiopy. fabric-. Accord in,-gly a
~e~ndny~n abic irorporatfng riv-atop. -an as woven and heat-set.

fhe weavin e u-ýrdftion were very similai t~ hose used-on the previoua
flyiofl suqre * but the warp yiarns were draw-n-in at 105 ends/incha, a little

moredensly pc~hd than in the pr-ev ioiuz a abi'niwn attempt to compensate

for the- additionalO opermess &-eated by the~ rip-sfp eleinenta; The fabrics
was wnoven witli 108 ic 'nhof-the 3- A-Nfl y~rn. The weight, permeability

*and teflS~le Ibehavior of tu&. ahbric -,ývs almost identical with those found forý the
Oiaina wizave fabric, but the cParing strei'gth was increased- to approxim. ately
tA, 'b . --Tbusý -ih~iB fa~bric met the tinrgett rtijiremants of the irnvesti~gation,-
and 10 ynirds Were sbipped to WY2.I.M- for approval !,efifrc largo scale produiction

iA 2,00 yardes af bbric-wtaa .4tarted. AninvovuW wtip, tabi quontly reýeei, ed- and
preimninary arrangez ~ent9 fat- the prod uct ion. zprocurement wer-e initiated.
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SECTION IV
PRODUCTION AND EVALUATION OF 20u10 YARDS OF

STRETCH CANOPY FABRIC

S Frm te wavin ofsamles of fabric in one yard widths And t en yard
lenghs, nderlaboatoy conditions, to the weaving of thousands of yards

at commercial production speeds is. a giant st~pp, and c-an only be successful
if the initial fabric clesign is fundAmentally soind, anid the production facility
cooperates fully. FRL were fortunate in this piirtieular procoreinent in'
ootaining the wholehearted ebooeratfion of !)%obiaon Mills Inc., of Now Bedford. '

Samlesof abrc, pprximtew;Davirng conditions, and a quantity of 3-A-50
wrapped yarn, supplied as before (rorn- ,RA-Industrie!s, were delivered to
Debson. They obtain~ed a w~rp of 30 denier BTI nylon, yarn and explored a

variety of weaving conditioný7in oý,der to find -the aptimunfi. loom settings for

It was necessary to modify ethe initial drawing-in scheme, in order-to avoid
cumulative length differt-mntials between the W'aru yarn i- the plain weave and
the rip-stop sections of the fabric' and it was eventually also necessary to

relace the entire warp -since-tht* quality. of the-original warp beam became
F. ~~progressively worse a!ý weaving. proc-,eded, and -finally became so bad as to

require constant attenition in theŽ loom. The new warp gave~ trouble- free iqeaving,
midu HlI ghtiy inori. 11 iuwDMO y11 ds- of' r4di'lic wereQ pro'dtle'i- Sinail Hamphn!)O of
fabric were obtained b' FRL for initial finishing trials on a laboratory scale;
trials were then extendied to hill scale equipment at Debson's finishing plant,
and with the finishing-eonditions finblly established the entire 2000 yardru
of fabric was fifnisheid, Constructional dlet~ails aui.- characteristics of the
fin shed fabric are given in Table 12; seam) strength and efficie~ncy measure-
ments were made by the Air. Force Materials Laboratory, and are reported
in. the Appendix. 

I

In view of its imnportance to the end-use applicaen' -and the unsuitable'
nature of the urnniodified: Frazier Air Permeometer fot- the measurement,
considerable effort was 'spent in investigating the air pe~meability character-

istics of the various farices studied in -this program. 'Following discussion

of the requirement with Air Force personnel it was decided to attempt tomeasure the air permeability pnder externally applied biaxial loads of up to
5 lbin, these load levels representing as well as could be ascertained the
loads in the depIc..'ng parachute. 'A Frazier Air Perimeometer w-as modified
t( ermit these measurements and the series of tests described in Tatle 13
was made,

33 preceding page blank,
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TABLE 12

CONSTRUCTIONAL DETAILS AND CHARACTERISTICS OF
FINISHED NYLON RIP-STOP STRETCH FABRIC

Property Test Data for Fabric from Roll #2

Ends/Inch x Picks/Inch 169 x 105

Weight (oz/sq yd) 1.9

Air Permeability at 0.5 inch H 0
Pressure Differential 2

(cu ft/min/sq ft) 103

Sarp x Fill

Tensile Strength (lb/in) 77.4 x 41.0

After exposure to 100 0 C
for 1 hour 81.7 x 39.6

" (% Change) (+10.5) x (-3.4)

After exposure to 140 0 C
for 1 hour 76.9 x 39.0
(% Change) (-0.7) x (-4.9)

After exposure to 180 0 C
for 1 hour 67.1 x 39.7
-(% Change) (-3.3) x (-3.2)

After exposure to UiV for:
25 hours 74.7 x 39.2

(% Change) (-3.5) x (-4.5)

"50 hours 69.6 x 38.4
(% Change) (-10.1) x (-6.4)

75 hours 63.9 x 35.7
(% Change) (-H7.4) x (.-13.1)

100 hours 62.5 x 33.3
(% Change) (-19.3) x (-18.8)

Breaking Elongation (0) 35.7 x 116.3
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TABILE 12 (Cont)

CONS'I'RUCTIONAL DETAILS ANI) CIIARtACTEIHISTICS OF
FINISIIED NYLON RIP-STOP STRETCH FABRIC

Property __ . Test Data for Fabric from Roll #2

W x p'Fill

After exposure to 1000C
for 1 hour 36.4 x 126.2
(% Change) (+2.0) x (+8.5)

After exposure to 140 0 C
for 1 hour 34.5 x 111.0
(% Change) (-3.4) x (-4.6)

After exposure to 180 0C

for 1 hour 32.9 x 89.4
(% Change) (7.9) x (-23.1)

After exposure to UJV for:
25 hours 33.2 x 113.6

(% Change) (-7.0) x (-2.3)

50 hours 30.1 x 117.4
(% Change) (15.7) x (+0.9)

75 hours 26.5 x 108.3
(% Chang;,< (-25.8) x (-6.9)

100 hours 25.3 x 94.1
(, Changi:) (-29.1) x (-19.1)

Tongue Tear (lb)
(median peak load) 3.62 x 3.92

Elastic Recovery (%)
from deformations
corresponding to
loads of:

1 Wb/in 100 x 94
2 lb/in 100 x 91
4 lb/in 100 x 88
6 lb/in 98 x 85
8 lb/in 96 x 82
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TA BILE 13

FABRICS AND EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS USED IN
PERMEABILITY TESTS

Nature
of Measurements

Fabric Loading Direction of Loading Made

Stretch Rip-Stop 1: 1 Biaxial Thread Direction
Fabric 1: 1 Biaxial Bias

Uniaxial Filling Direction Variation of
Uniaxial Bias permeability

with tensile
Irving Stretch Fabric 1: 1 Biaxial Thread Direction load at

1: 1 Biaxial Bias various values
Uniaxial Filling Direction of pressure
Uniaxial Bias differential
1: 1 Biaxial Thread Direction

1. 1 oz/sq yd Fabric Uniaxial Filling Directioui
Uniaxial Bils

Figure 13 shows the variation of permeability with biaxial load for the new
stretch rip-stop fabric at 0.5 and 2.0 inches of water pressure differential.
At higher values of pressure differential the flow through the fabric exceeded
the capacity of the instrument at till levels of biaxial toad. For a 1: 1 biaxial
hind ratito the extrnalon of the ftilrie should theoreteiilly 1)(w indopendent of
the direction of the applied stresses, and the close similarity between the
permeability measurements of Figures 13 and 14 support this contention.
Figure 15 shows the permeability behavior under uniaxial load oriented
parallel to the stretch filling direction. The behavior under this load condition
is very similar to that under biaxial load. This is a reflection of the fact that
the observed changes in permeability are due almost entirely to geometrical
changes caused by the elongation of the stretch filling yarns, and the effects
of crimp interchange are minimized under these conditions. The effects of
uniaxial bias loads are shown in Figure 16. There are two simultaneous effects
on fabric geometry under these loading conditions; the an,.'., between the two
sets of yarns in the fabric changus when the fabric shears, thus reducing the
open ar.as and hence the permeability. There is also an extension of the
stretch yarns which Wi-,ds to increase the permeability, in the same manner
as was shown in Figure 15. The net effect of uniaxial bias stress depends on
the detailed geometry of the fabric and yarn, and for the stretch rip-stop
fabric there is a gradual reduction of permeability with ¼icreasing stress.
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Figure 13. Variation of Air Permeability with Riaxial Loa~d in the Thread
D~irection for the Stretch Rip-Stop FabricI
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F~igure 14. Variation of Air Permeability with Biaxial Load in the Bias
Directiont for the Stretch Rip-Stop F~abric



AIR PERMEABILITY
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Figure 15. Variation of Air Permeability with Uniaxia1 Load in the Stretch
Direction for the Stretch Hip-Stop Fabric
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Figure 16. variaition of Air Pci'meabilitY with Uia~xUia1 .o11d in the MiRS

Dire~ction for the Strectch Rip-Stop F~abric
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The behavior of the Irving stretch fabric under a similar set of loading
conditions is shown in Figures 17 through 20. Under biaxial load, the fabrics

. exhibit the characteristics discussed previously, though the general level.
K of permeability is much lower than for the new fabric at given level of load

and pressure differential, and initial rate of increase of permeability with
biaxh-l load is not so rapid. Under uniaxial bias load, the Irving fabric
shows a complicated variation of permeability with load, reflecting the multiple
nature of the distortion mechanism. The general level of permeability under
these load conditions is similar to that found in the new stretch fabric.

Figures 21 and 22 show for compnrison purposes the effect of the various
loading condition:, on the permeability of the 1.1 oz/sq yd conventional fabric.
In this fabric biaxial load and uniaxial load in the thread directions has a
negligible effect on the permeability; under uniaxial bias loading only the
shearing mechanism of distortion is possible, and there is a dramatic fall in
permeability with increasing stress.

These experimental results point out clearly that the maximum benefit of
the stretch fabrics will not be obtained if they are loaded in an essentially
uniaxial manner in the bias direction; however, even if the stretch fabrics
are used in this way they still show a considerable increase in permeability
over the conventional fabric, whose permeability falls almost to zero under
these load conditions.
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Figure 17. Variattion of Air Permeability with Iflaxitil LoaNd in the Thread
Direct ion for tiw 3.6 o?./sq yd Stretch Fabric
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Figure 18. Variation of Air Permeability with Biaxial L~oatd in the Bias

IDiree.tmu for the 3.6 oz/sq yd Stretch Fatwic
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Figure 19. Variation of Air Permeability with Uniaxial Load in the Stretch

Direction for the 3.6 oz/sq yd Stretch Fabric
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Figure 20. Variation of Air Permeability with tjniaxial Load in the Bias

Direction for the 3,6 oz/sq yd Stretch Fabric
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-ECTION V

CONCLUSIONS

: •The one-way stretch fabric, uulizing nylon-wrapped Spandex filling yarn,
which was developed during the course of this investigation fulfilled all the
major requirements of the initial specification. In particular, the air perme-
ubility of the approximately 1.9 oz/sq yd stretch fabric under zero load conditions
was very similar to that of the standard 1. 1 oz/sq yd fabric currently used,
and the strength and resistance to degradation was equal to that of the standard
fabric.

Under biaxial loading conditions, the new fabric stretches in the filling
direction, the inter yarn spaces became larger, and the air permeability increases:
at a biaxial load levwl of 5 lb/in the permeability is approximately three times
that of the conventional fabric, a factor which should lead to a significant re-
duction in the opening shock loa-I, in a parachute made from the new fabric.

Conventional parachutes are made with the fabrics oriented in the bias
direction in the gore panels. This configuration permits a certain amount
of dimensional accommodation during dployment as a result of fabric shear,
but this aceommodatiti -,x at the exlpnsel of decreased air flow through the
fabric. Under alimilar loading conditions the new fabric shows an increase
in permeability, but the maximum benefit can only be obtained by orienting
the fabric so that the direction of easy stretch is aligned with the direction
of principal stress in the canopy. It is recommended, therefore, that careful
consideration be given to canopy design in order to take full advantage of
the unique properties of the new fabric.

9 Preceding page blank
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APPENDIX

EVALUATION OF SEAM STRENG'11i

Seamed specimens for evaluation were prepared by the Aeronautical
Systems Division. Sections of stretch fabric and conventional nylon rip-
stop (1.1 oz/yd2) fabric were joined together with a two row type LSC-2
scam using a 301 stitch with 8 stitches/inch (Fed. Std. 751). This is the
typt; of seam used in personnel parachute canopy construction to join
adjacent panels within a gore. Fabric sections were oriented to provide
six combinations of fabric direction (e.g., filling of stretch to 1.1 oz
nylon, filling of stretch to warp of stretch, etc.).

The seamed specimens were tested for efficiency by the Air Force
Materials Laboratory in accordance with Method 5110 of Federal Standard
191. Under this method four inch wide specimens across the seam were
tested for breaking strength using the grab method. Unseamed fabric was
also tested using the grab method to establish the relationship between the
performance of seamed and unseamed fabric. Five specimens were tensile
tHtoed for each fll)Pi(i selia corT)i ntliion. TII')1latod below 11re th V average
vawue obtained:

Unseamed, 1.1 oz nylon rip-stop, warp - 63.5 lbs.

Unseamed, stretch fabric, warp - 91.1 lbs.

Unseamed, stretch fabric, .- lling, (stretch direction) 54.4 :bs.

Seamed, 1,1 oz nylon rip-stop, warp, to 1.1 oz nylon rip-stop, warp - 47.2 lbs.

Seamed, 1.1 oz nylon rip-stop, warp, to stretch fabric, warp - 45.9 lbs.

Seamed, 1.1 oz nylon rip-stop, warp, to stretch fabric, filling - 42.3 lbs.

Seamed, stretch fabric, filling to stretch fabric, warp - 40.2 lbs.

Seamed, stretch fabric, filling, to stretch fabric, filling - 53.7 lbs.

Seamed, stretch fabric, warp, to stretch fabric, warp - 67.2 lbs.

None of the seams pulled apart in the test, but fabric rupture usually occurred
close to the seam.
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